FAQ CAMPSITE GELB (YELLOW)
Camping GELB has been set up for Dutch Formula 1 fans right next to the circuit, right behind the
main grandstand. Besides being very cozy, this campsite is also located in the best spot in Spielberg,
on walking distance of the stands on the Red Bull Ring. Below you will find all information about
Camping GELB. If your question is not listed, please send an email to booking@grandprix.camp.
When is Camping GELB open?
Camping GELB is open from Thursday 24 June to 28 June and from Thursday 1 July to Monday 5 July
2021.
What is the address of Camping GELB in Spielberg?
The address of Camping GELB is Kattigarweg 2, 8724 Spielberg, Austria.
Who is the organizer of Camping GELB?
Grandprix.camp is the organizer of Camping GELB. Camping GELB has been renting out tents for
years during the Austrian Grand Prix.
Can I bring a generating set?
To avoid any inconvenience, it is not allowed to bring your own generating set.
What is the maximum number of people per tent?
Both the Bell tent and the pop-up tent are suitable for 2 people.
Is there electricity at Camping GELB?
Yes, there are power poles in various places on the field. We recommend bringing 25 meters of reel
with you.
Can I BBQ?
Yes. It is allowed to light the BBQ.
Are toilets and showers available?
Yes, modern and clean sanitary facilities are available at Camping GELB. These are free to use for
Camping GELB guests.
Can I buy food and drinks at Camping GELB?
There is a breakfast service, which can be booked. There is also a bar, a coffee point and a food
truck.
Where can I park my car?
That is not possible at your tent, but within walking distance. You can load and unload directly at
your tent.
Can I enter and leave the site every day?
No, during the weekend we minimize car traffic at Camping GELB for safety reasons. Roads around
the circuit are largely closed.

Are pets allowed?
Pets are not allowed at Camping GELB.
After I have made a reservation, what communication can I expect from the organization?
After booking you will receive an email confirming the booking. We will then keep you informed of
the latest news and important practical information via our newsletter.
Is there a minimum age?
There is no minimum age at Camping GELB, but make sure you always carry a valid proof of identity
(driver's license, ID card, passport). Alcohol is not allowed for persons under the age of 18. If you are
under the age of 18, you may be denied further access to Camping GELB.
Pay at Camping GELB
At Camping GELB you can pay at most places, but not everywhere. It is therefore also useful to carry
cash. An ATM is available on the track.
How can I be recognized as a camping guest?
Upon arrival at Camping GELB you will receive a wristband at check-in. Keep it on at all times so that
you can easily get on and off the site. You will not have access to Camping GELB without a wristband.
Is there first aid available?
First aid is available at Camping GELB. There is an emergency hospital on the circuit that camping
guests can also use.
What are the rules regarding sound?
Any form of (noise) nuisance, in particular between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m., must be avoided. Use of
radios etc. is allowed provided that there is no nuisance for other guests. It is not allowed to bring
large-scale and professional sound equipment to Camping GELB.
What do I do with waste?
Household waste can be deposited at the waste collection point. Residual waste must be deposited
in properly closed garbage bags. On departure, the camping site must be left clean.
How does check-in work?
Check-in is available daily from 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM. If you arrive later than 8 p.m., you can report
this to the organization: +31 10 3076680.
When you arrive at Camping GELB, follow the directions of the traffic controllers. Please have your
arrival confirmation ready. This ensures that we can check you in as quickly as possible. Does your
group arrive in several parts? Make sure every car has a copy of arrival confirmation.
How does it work with checkout?
Race weekend 25, 26 and 27 June:On Sunday 27 June you can check out immediately after the race,
at the same place where you checked in. Keep in mind that the site may only be left after approval
from the local police. This will be the case around 8 pm.If you have booked until Monday 28 June,
you must check out by 10 a.m. at the latest.

Race weekend 2, 3 and 4 July:On Sunday 4 July you can check out immediately after the race, at the
same place where you checked in. Keep in mind that the site may only be left after approval from
the local police. This will be the case around 8 pm.If you have booked until Monday 5 July, you must
check out by 10 a.m. at the latest.
I have questions about race entry tickets, where can I ask them?
For this you need to be with your ticket partner.
And further:In case of questions and/or problems, you must report to the staff.The administrator
reserves the right to change these regulations and to resolve any unforeseen event at its discretion;
Where can I find the current Covid-19?
For the latest information regarding COVID-19, please refer to:
Austrian Ministry of Health
https://www.sozialministerium.at/en
and to the site of the Austrian Tourist Board
https://www.austria.info/nl/praktische-info/coronavirus-informatie
What Corona measures does camping GELB take?
Camping GELB will comply with all conditions set for the campsite by the relevant security region.
Among other things, enough distance between the tents, walking routes and extra hygiene
measures. Please note that when entering the Red Bull Ring you must show a negative PCR test or
demonstrate that you have been vaccinated/recovered. There is one possibility to get you tested
around the track.

CAMPSITE GELB RULES
Everyone who places a booking at Camping GELB respects the regulations and will confirm to the
stated herein without reservation.
Any violation of the following guidelines may lead to further refusal of the offender's access to
Camping GELB.
Placing tents, folding trailers, caravans, motorhomes, cars, etc. and leaving goods behind is entirely
at your own risk.
To ensure that everyone can count on a pleasant, safe and responsible stay at Camping GELB, we
make the following agreements with our guests.Drugs, weapons, knives, drones, laser pointers,
fireworks, gas and oil lamps, large gas bottles, candles and torches are all not allowed;Visitors
dressed in club clothing and/or clothing belonging to (a) certain group(s) may be refused. Of course,
the clothing of a Formula 1 team is no problem at all;
The distribution of folders, flyers and/or trading in goods is prohibited, unless written permission has
been granted by Grandprix.com.Pets are not allowed;In the event of an early departure, no refund
will be made;
Alcohol will not be distributed to persons under the age of 18 (either directly or through
redistribution). Persons who apparently want to enter Camping GELB under the influence of alcohol
and/or drugs can be refused. The person who is demonstrably under the influence cannot claim
compensation for admission tickets, travel costs and/or all other costs incurred;
All daily social norms and values apply at Camping GELB. Threatening and using violence, making
discriminatory comments in word and/or gesture, sexual intimidation, urinating in public and
throwing beer are not tolerated. Upon detection, further access to Camping GELB will be denied and
the person may be handed over to the police. Any damage will also be recovered from the person
causing the damage;
If our house rules are not observed, (further) access to Camping GELB will be irrevocably denied and
the visitor will be given a local ban. Visitors and persons who have been denied access to Camping
GELB on the basis of the law and the house rules - for whatever reason - cannot claim any
reimbursement of entrance tickets and/or travel costs.

